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FALL 2018

OFFICERS

REGION/COUNCIL

ALLIED MEMBERS

PRESIDENTS OR CHAIRS
President
Stacey Bettridge | KB Oil

801.330.1907 | richardj@acedisposal.com
Carrier

1999-2000

SDI

Bill Kremin | Brady Trucking Inc.

Greg Jenson | Carrier Transicold of Utah

Darryl Taylor | Western Petroleum Inc.

Semi Service
UTA

TBX Express

CUTA President

John Mulderig | Kenworth Sales Co.

2000-2002

Utility Trailer Sales

Taylor Christensen

Pat Bode | Reed Hurst Trucking

Keith Jensen | Peterbilt of Utah

Don Ipson | DATS Trucking

Wallwork Financial

801.427.5421 | taylor@tbxexpress.com

Warner Truck Center

Carrier

Greg Robinson | Quality Tire Company

Kyle Treadway | Kenworth Sales Co.
NUTA President

Mike Smith | Smith Power Products

2002-2004

WCF Insurance

Anne Glenn | Super T Transport

Peggy Larsen | WCF Insurance

Jack White | Alpha Transport

Yokohama Tire

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

SUTA President

Rocky Forman | Wheeler Power Systems

2004-2006

Bruce Pollei | Walmart Transportation

Ron Johnson | Mountain West Truck Center

Dan England | C.R. England

Ronnie Johnson | Mountain West Truck Center
USMC Chair
Bryon Gravley | Double D Distribution

PAST PRESIDENTS

CARRIER MEMBERS

1971-1972
Glenn Goodrich | IML

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Adam Lindsay | Alpha Transport
Brandon Spackman | Ag Needs Inc.

1980-1982

ATA State Vice President

Brandt King | King Farms Trucking

William K. England | C.R. England

Don Cox | Cox Trucking Inc.

Bruce Mac Rae | United Parcel Service Inc.
Craig Payne | Barney Trucking

1982-1984

ATA 1st State Vice President

Dave Cox | Cox Trucking Inc.

David R. Free | UW Freight Lines

Andrew “Drew” Free | Superior Service Transport

Doug Smith | Ralph Smith Co.

Danny Hansen | Sinclair Trucking Company

Jaden Kemp | Geodyne Transport

1986-1988

Jeff Newy | Deseret Transportation

John Walker | Bailey’s Moving & Storage

John K. Savage | Savage Services Corporation
Eric Brewer | GCR Tires & Service
Buzz Warner | Warner Truck Center
Steve Boekholder | Les Schwab Tire Center

Larry Tubbs | Iowa Tank Lines (ITL)

1988-1990

Lloyd Dean | Basin Western

Doug Dredge | C.H. Dredge & Co.

Lyn Simon | Simon Transport
Mike Anderson | Redman Van & Storage

1990-1991

Perry Taylor | Agility Energy Inc.

Brad Barney | Barney Trucking

Jon Isaacson | Kold Trans
Jay England | Pride Transport

2006-2008

Brooke Hathaway

Clearline Transportation

Don Cox | Cox Trucking Inc.

Mark Thornton

Mason Niederhauser

MJ Gross

435.755.3035 | mason@clearlinetransportation.com

2008-2010

Rachel Phillips

Carrier

Kim Robinson | Robinson Transport Inc.

Rick Clasby

Adam Mason | Christensen Oil/CREST Distributing
Dustin England | C.R. England

2010-2012

Stacey Bettridge

The Shirt Shop

Steve Goodrich

Chad Thompson
435.896.8805 | chad@shirtshop.com

Dale Ipson | DATS Trucking
2012-2014
Scott Godfrey | Godfrey Trucking Inc.
2014-2016
Duane Braegger | Tramcor Corp.
2016-2018
Mark Droubay | Double D. Distribution

ADVERTISERS

NEW MEMBERS
USI Insurance Services
Jeannette Thomas
801.201.2792 | jeannette.thomas@usi.com
Allied
Leon Ross Drilling
Sheri Gurr
970.629.0787 | rossleon@hotmail.com
Carrier

Beehive

Utah Trucking Academy Inc.

Scott Gurney | Gurney Trucking

Counteract Balancing

Gail Harding

Steve “Schoony” Schoonover | Thomas J. Peck & Sons Inc.

Jeff England | Pride Transport

Cox Trucking

801.924.1117 | gail@cdl.today

Executech

Allied

Steve Knight | Intermountain Rigging & HeavyHaul
Tom Peck | Thomas J. Peck & Sons Inc.

Dale Kaufman | Hub International Transportation Insurance

Carrier

1991-1993

Rex Miller | L.W. Miller Transportation Inc.

801.652.0062 |ntc50@msn.com

April Washburn

Immediate Past President
Mark Droubay | Double D Distribution

Nuwest Bulk Transportation
Neal Chadwick

Rand Austin | Beehive Insurance Agency

Secretary/Treasurer
Val Stokes | Stokes Trucking Inc.

Richard Jensen

PrePass

Corby Dall | 401k Advisors Intermountain

3rd Vice President
Justin Deputy | Utility Trailer Sales of Utah

ACE Intermountain Recycle

Northland Insurance

BUTA President

2nd Vice President
Gregory D. McCandless | James H. Clark & Son Inc.

Les Schwab

Larry W. Miller | L.W. Miller Companies
Bill Nehmer | Great Dane of Utah

1st Vice President
Jimmy Andrus | Andrus Transportation

1997-1999

1993-1995

Great Dane

David G. Free | Superior Service Transport

Great West Casualty

Scoular

Healthiest You

Dustin Ebenkamp

1995-1997

HUB International

801.621.7803 | debenkamp@scoular.com

John Eberthardt | Redman Van & Storage

JJ Keller

Carrier

Kenworth Sales Co

Allied
Manx Inc.
Lonnie Christensen
435.467.5959 | cyausps@gmail.com
Carrier
Mountainland Transportation
Nile Horner
435.654.4336 | mtnltrans@gmail.com
Carrier
Young Truck & Trailer Center
Randy Taylor
801.927.2440 | randy.taylor@youngauto.net
Allied
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B

eing an after work
and
weekend
project, our home is
in shambles, which requires
lots of patience. Because
we have friends willing to
tutor us, progress has come
in obvious and significant
spirts, which provides
hope and encouragement
to tackle the next steps
tomorrow or the next day.
I see this same thing every
day within our association
membership.
When
challenges arise, there is
always a friend willing to
render aid.

Dear Friends,
As is always the case when I contemplate what my magazine message might be,
I feel a strong sense of gratitude and appreciation. During the past month or so
I have been engaged in a bathroom remodel project. Our shower sprung a leak
that had to be addressed. In pondering options, we considered just repairing the
immediate problem but then wondered if this might be an opportunity. Since I
needed to tear into the walls anyway, why not update the whole bathroom. As one
thing lead to another, this project turned into a total overhaul of the bathroom and
master bedroom. For me demolition has never been a problem, however, some of
the more intricated details required me to reach out for help. Fortunately, I have a
son in the construction business and he has been a tremendous support. But even
with his assistance we ran into certain aspects where neither of us had experience.
Much like our association culture, between the two of us we have been able to
phone or text friends for coaching.

Commuting to work
typically gives me a
chance to catch up on
local and national news.
Most days I enjoy listing
to news radio.
In the
mornings, I tend to pay
close attention to various
news sources, especially
those providing traffic and
weather updates. In the
afternoon, I love sports
talk radio, which either
elevates or minimizes
my stress level. I have
been disappointed this
past week while listening
to the Supreme Court
nomination hearings. I
understand that this is an
important process for our

country as a whole and
respect that folks have
varying opinions relative
to countless issues that the
Supreme Court might need
to consider. Vetting the
nominee and asking tough
questions is important
and is not the cause for my
disappoint. I have been
frustrated with the lack
of civility, decorum and
etiquette. This is another
reason why I am so
grateful to be connected to
this organization. We can
have meaningful debate
and differing opinions, but
we always are polite and
considerate. I am never
ashamed or embarrassed
to introduce myself as your
representative.
In fact,
the reverse is always the
case. I am proud to be part
of this organization and
know that our reputation
is solid and reputable. I am
thankful that this positive
environment also exists
throughout our legislature
and state government. We
live and work in a great
state and belong to a terrific
Sincerely,
organization of people
who care and are proper
examples of integrity.

Rick Clasby
Executive Director
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N OT H I N G B E ATS A N O P E N
R OA D W I T H A N A M A Z I N G V I E W. . .
...HAVING THE BEST INSURANCE
IS A NICE BONUS THOUGH!
Fleets / Owner Operators / Liability / Cargo
Physical Damage / Terminal & Property Coverage
Workers Compensation / Occupational Accident
Employee Benefits

RANDALL J. AUSTIN

|

MARK AUSTIN

www.beehiveinsurance.com/trucking
801-685-6860 | 800-323-6303
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Reducing Driver Shortages

SHOCKED BY YOUR

BY RACHEL E. PHILLIPS

HEALTH INSURANCE
RENEWAL?

T

ruck driver shortage
is a top concern for
the trucking industry.
The
American
Trucking
Associations estimate a current
shortfall of 48,000 drivers, and
the number could continue
to increase to 175,000 by 2025.
While there may be a shortage
of drivers, there are options
available to ensure competent
drivers are being hired and
retained.

You owe it to yourself to check
out the UTA Health Plan

WHAT IS THE UTA HEALTH PLAN?
Groups of all sizes are looking for options to CONTROL the rising costs of insurance. The UTA Health Plan is a
solution to the ACA imposed regulations.

First, attracting younger and
more diverse drivers can have
long-lasting effects. Studies
have shown that more than
one in four truck drivers are
males aged 55 years and older.
Trucking
companies
can
combat the driver shortage by
attracting a new generation of
qualified drivers. For example,
women account for only six
percent of commercial truck
drivers. Actively recruiting
women could help lessen the
driver shortage.

The UTA Health Plan can help your company avoid the ACA Community Rating and join a large group pool of
trucking companies to help control cost. Any Utah based trucking companies, and companies that directly
support the trucking industry, can participate in the program.

Benefits Available Through the UTA Health Plan...

Medical

Dental

Vision

Telehealth

Voluntary Onsite
Programs

MEMBER BENEFITS






truck driving age to eighteen
nationally. This would require
all such drivers to complete 240
hours of on-the-road training
with an experienced truck
driver. Additionally, trucks used
in this training would be required
to include certain features such
as a dashboard camera.

“Studies have shown that more than
one in four truck drivers are males
aged 55 years and older.”

Groups with 2 to 100 benefit eligible employees can participate in the UTA Health Plan.
The UTA Plan will not be subject to the “Essential Health Benefits” requirement.
The UTA Plan will offer composite rates, not the age banded rates of a small group.
By joining the UTA Health Plan, you are eligible for large group plan designs & premium benefits.
Your group may choose from a wide variety of plans to meet your specific needs.

Congress has also attempted
to address the driver shortage.
A
representative
recently
introduced the Developing
Responsible Individuals for a
Vibrant Economy (“DRIVE”)
Safe Act that would lower
the
interstate
commercial

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Contact Beehive Insurance
Todd Valentine | Mike Valentine | Spencer Wall | Joanie Hardcastle
801-685-6860 | utahealthplan@beehiveinsurance.com

B E EHIVEINSUR A N C E .C O M
TM

It is also important to be
aware of new driver recruitment
programs. It is estimated that
890,000 truck drivers will be
needed over the next ten years to
maintain the existing workforce.
Some trucking groups are
interested in developing a

national recruiting program, in
connection with federal agencies,
to meet this growing need.
Getting involved in the early
stages of such programs could be
beneficial and vital to maintain
a company’s current workforce
and retain experienced drivers.
Another potential solution to
driver shortage may come in the
form of self-driving trucks. While
driverless truck technology may
not be an immediate solution, it
is wise to pay attention to these
advancements because they
may eventually solve the driver
shortage.
Whatever the solutions may
be to combat the shortage of
drivers, the number one goal
should be to hire, train, and
retain competent drivers. Doing
so will reduce the likelihood
of cargo claims and personal
injury lawsuits.
|9|

TRUCK AND RV WASH

Opening November 2018!
2176 W. 1000 N.
Tremonton, UT

Tractors, Trailers, Motorhomes, 5th Wheels, and More!
OPEN | Monday - Friday
8:00am - 5:00pm

FREIGHTLINER

WASH

3

2

1

C

WASHES
START
AT

$

4250 South River Road
St. George, UT

35

435-628-0886

CAT

Last Chance Golf Tournament
SAND HOLLOW GOLF COURSE

Friday, November 2, 2018
5662 West Clubhouse Drive
Hurricane, Utah 84737

ALL PROCEEDS FUND THE UTAH TRUCKING POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE
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most severe injuries and the
most crashes overall happened
in June. If we look which day
of the week crashes occur,
Wednesday is when most fatalities take place. Severe injuries transpire most often on
Tuesdays. Wednesday tops the
chart for all crashes combined.
The time of day is another
way we analyze crashes. Fatal

crashes including distracted
driving, speed, drowsiness, impairment, or a medical issue.
We don’t often know in single
vehicle fatality crashes because these drivers cannot tell
us what happened! If we look
at all CMV crashes, single vehicle crashes make up 23% of all
crashes, however same direction sideswipe crashes are the
most common at 26%.

“We are trending toward 36 fatalities
in 2018, not much better than the 39 we
experienced in 2017.”

Commercial
Motor Vehicle

W

CRASH

BY STEPHEN GOODRICH – UDOT MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION

e recently exited the
“100 deadliest days”
on Utah’s roads,
Memorial Day to Labor Day. It
was a disturbing period with
12 more fatalities on our roads
this year than in 2017. There
were 102 fatalities during those
100 days.

large trucks and buses. The
numbers listed in the charts
included with this report are
preliminary and account for
the time frame from January
1, 2018 through July 31, 2018.
These numbers are subject to
change as additional data becomes available.

With that on our mind, let’s
look at how our commercial
motor vehicle (CMV) industry
is doing this calendar year of
2018 with respect to crashes,
injuries and fatalities. During
2017 there were 39 CMV related
fatalities in Utah. Through the
middle of August, 24 fatalities
have been reported involving

We are trending toward 36 fatalities in 2018, not much better
than the 39 we experienced in
2017. That is too many as we
consider the Zero Fatalities goal
for the State. The Motor Carrier Division at UDOT is committed to do everything we can to
reduce the number of crashes,
serious injuries, and fatalities

involving CMV’s in Utah.
Let’s look at the numbers
as they now stand for 2018.
Knowledge is power. These
charts and information may
be of value to you as you work
with and for the safety of your
drivers. Of the 2,311 (yes, 2,311
through July is correct, 330 a
month) CMV crashes so far in
2018; 19 were fatal crashes, 46 involved severe injuries, 188 were
minor injury crashes, 278 possible injuries, and 1,780 crashes
had no injury reported.
The greatest number of CMV
fatalities occurred in January,
while February produced the

crashes happen most regularly from 12 noon to 4 p.m. with
10 crashes during that time
period. With severe injuries,
the same 12 noon to 4 p.m. is
the most critical time with 20
of the 46 crashes during that
time frame. When we analyze
all crashes,the 12 noon to 4 p.m.
again is the most dangerous
with 759 crashes.
Roadway surface conditions
can also affect safety. It appears our CMV drivers are pretty attentive with adverse road
conditions as crashes occur
83% of the time on dry roads.
However icy roads can be an
issue with three fatalities and
wet roads were reported with
six severe injury crashes.
The type of collision is a telling part of the data with CMV
related crashes. Single Vehicle
crashes are the most common
fatality crash. These make
up 25% of the fatalities. They
also account for 41% of serious injury crashes. There are
several reasons for these type

The location of where crashes
occur can also be helpful to look
at. The map graphics demonstrate the locations where the
fatalities, severe injury and all
crashes are occurring across
the State. There are definitely areas that seem to collect
crashes. This information can
be helpful as you talk to your
drivers about safety and their
behaviors while behind the
wheel.
The goal is to get your customers served efficiently and
your drivers home safely every
trip. This information will assist you with both those goals
in mind. Awareness is helpful
in decision making and hopefully these facts will help you
avoid crashes and support and
enhance your safety efforts.
Safe driving.
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Rehab over Redundant

BY APRIL WASHBURN - ELEMENTS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

Did you ever think my driver’s Substance Use Disorder problem is not my problem? Well, think again. Let’s
begin with a few facts:

1

3

The U.S. is experiencing a
significant shortage of truck drivers

2

Drug use amongst
truck drivers is common

A positive drug screen or D.U.I.
oftentimes leads to immediate dismissal

4
5

Driver turnover is
nationally ubiquitous

Retraining and replacing
a driver is expensive

S

o, when many trucking companies are so desperate for
drivers that they are offering
signing bonuses and pay raises,
why are so few offering to share
in the cost of substance abuse and
mental health treatment?

more than 70 percent of goods
consumed in the U.S. are moved
by truck, yet the industry needs to
hire almost 900,000 more drivers
to meet ever increasing demand.
This driver shortage is already
leading to delayed

Given what we know about the
prevalence of drug and alcohol
abuse in the workplace, and while
every person’s experience may be
unique to them, there are some
signs that are common to most
people who abuse substances.

deliveries and higher prices for
goods, a situation that’s likely to
get worse in the coming years.
Compounding the issue, driver
turnover is currently at 95% nationally, costing a trucking company approximately $4,000 per replacement or $3-$5 billion/year to
the industry. In Utah, a trucking
hub of seven major long distance

A recent report from the American Trucking Association says

highway freight routes, roughly
1 in 16 jobs are trucking industry
related.
The effects of substance abuse on
transportation safety are a pervasive problem and create serious
effects across our society. Residential rehabs for substance use
and co-occurring mental health
disorders are uniquely positioned
to help. So, when faced whether
or not to make your driver redundant, instead consider investing in
your driver’s health and wellness
by rehabilitation. You just might
be making an investment in longterm loyalty in the process.

Top 8 Common Indicators for Alcohol
and/or Drug Abuse for Truck Drivers
»»1. Frequent lateness, unexcused absences or other job-performancerelated issues
»»2. Increased accidents or injuries: Drug abuse is not only limited to
stimulants and other mind-altering substances. In January 2018, Part
40 of the DOT regulations was changed to include testing for opioids.
Prescription opioid abuse is a national epidemic across all demographics.
»»3. Changing Appearance: Serious changes or deterioration in hygiene
or physical appearance (lack of showering, slovenly appearance, unclean
clothes), flushed skin and broken capillaries on the face; a husky voice;
trembling hands; chronic diarrhea; chronic congestion; losing weight; sores
on face, arms, or legs; issues with dental health; chronic nosebleeds
»»4. Financial trouble related to drug use, legal issues or uncharacteristic
dishonesty
»»5. Relationship Issues: People struggling with addiction are known to act
out against those closest to them
»»6. Complaints from co-workers and/or supervisors
»»7. Isolating behaviors or sudden and radical changes in mood or
personality
»»8. Withdrawal symptoms: As the effect of the alcohol or drugs wear
off the person may experience symptoms such as anxiety or jumpiness;
shakiness or trembling; sweating, nausea and vomiting, insomnia,
depression, irritability, fatigue and headaches
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Values Drive Performance
Shared Values Can Lead to Organizational Excellence

800.228.8602

gwccnet.com

We understand you are in business to make a profit. Our Value-Driven®
Company modules can help you reduce losses and increase profits by focusing on
influencing employee behavior, changing culture, improving communication, and
managing risk successfully.
We believe it is everyone’s job to do what they can to prevent losses. We have
developed a variety of training tools to help get all employees involved in safety. From
seminars and webinars to Self-Service e-Tools and FAQs, we have solutions to fit your
operations.
We see “Critical Crashes” as a risk to your company. Our Value-Driven® Driving
program focuses on helping drivers do what they can to prevent these types of accidents:
rear-end, loss of control, lane change, and run under. All of our driver training programs are
FREE to our insureds and can be accessed 24/7 on Great West’s Online Learning Library.
GREAT WEST CASUALTY COMPANY – No matter where the road takes you, you
will discover that at Great West, The Difference is Service®.
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Driver Misclassification

I

Are Owner-Operator’s Employees or Independent Contractors?

f a contract between a motor carrier and a driver says
the driver is an independent
contractor, then the driver is
not an employee, right? Maybe
not. Courts around the country are determining that some
drivers are misclassified as independent contractors, and are
re-classifying those drivers as
employees.
The issue of driver (mis)classification can come up in many
different circumstances, and
have far reaching implications
including on: (1) a carrier’s legal
liability for an accident or actions of a driver; (2) payment of
minimum wages under federal
and state laws; (3) payment of
federal Social Security and payroll taxes; (4) payment of unemployment insurance; (5) workers compensation insurance; (6)
drivers’ entitlement to health
insurance or other fringe benefits; (7) application of labor laws
and regulations (40 hour work
week, breaks, etc.); (8) liability

insurance; and so on. Claims
of misclassification can result
in expensive legal battles, and
a final finding of misclassification can result in costly back
charges of wages, back charges
of or taxes, imposition of fees
and penalties, legal liability to
third parties, and potentially
even punitive damages.

contractors in California. Under the “B” part of that test, a
motor carrier will have to show
that the driver’s work is outside
of “the usual course” of the carriers’ business. Unless a motor
carrier can show that driving
is not in the usual course of
transportation services, or otherwise distinguish its business

“the decisions may have a direct impact on
Utah companies that contract with drivers
(or other workers) in other states”
The most recent case to garner national attention is the
California case of Dynamex
Operations West Inc. v. Charles
Lee et al. due to the court’s controversial adoption of what is
known as the “ABC” test. California’s ABC test—named after
the test’s three factors—is a
strict test that will make it difficult (and many think impossible) for motor carriers to classify any drivers as independent

from the work provided by the
driver, the driver will be classified as an employee under California’s ABC Test. Legal challenges are likely to continue in
California for years. Similar
versions of the ABC test have
been challenged in other states
with mixed results: a 2013 decision prohibited a virtually identical version of the ABC test
under Massachusetts law from
being applied to the transportation industry; and a 2017 decision upheld a more lenient
version of the ABC test under
Washington law for application
to the transportation industry.
Utah companies should be
aware of (mis)classification issues in surrounding jurisdictions for three reasons. First,
the decisions may have a direct
impact on Utah companies that
contract with drivers (or other
workers) in other states. Second, Utah companies can learn
from best practices of and mistakes made by others. Third, to

the extent the decisions could
be seen as a bellwether, Utah
Companies can provide input
to legislative decision makers.
For the time being, the controversies of the ABC Test
have not yet crept into Utah
for classification of Utah workers. Utah courts apply various
other multi-factor tests to determine a worker’s status. Like
many other jurisdictions, Utah
uses different tests in different
circumstances, which could
lead to workers being classified
as employees for some purposes, and independent contractors for others. As stated by
one court, “it can be clearer to
ask not whether someone is an
independent contractor [generally], but to ask instead whether the contractor is independent for a given purpose: e.g.,
for the purpose of the doctrine
of respondeat superior[whether a company is legally liable
for the actions of its worker],
for federal payroll tax purposes, for state worker’s compensation, or for other state law
purposes.”
While an analysis of every
test used in every circumstance
is beyond the scope of this article, it is helpful to know the
type of factors that courts consider in Utah to make classification decisions. Those factors
include: (1) whether the worker
is engaged in an independently established trade including
(i) whether the worker has a
separate place of business; (ii)
whether the worker has his/
her own tools, equipment, or facilities, (iii) whether the worker
has other clients, (iv) whether
the worker can realize a profit

or loss, (v) whether the worker advertises; (vi) whether the
worker has obtained business,
trade, or professional licenses,
and (vii) whether the worker
maintains business records
and tax forms; (2) whether the
hiring company has control
and direction over the worker, including (i) whether the
worker is required to comply
with instructions, (ii) whether there is mandatory training, (iii) whether the worker is
required to work at a specific
pace or order, (iv) whether the
worker is required to work on
the hiring company’s premises,
(v) whether the worker is prohibited from assigning work to
others, (vi) whether a continuous relationship exists; (vii)
whether work hours are set;
and (viii) whether payment by
hour, week or month, or otherwise; (3) contractual language
regarding the right of direction
or control; and (4) the right to
hire and fire.
With so many different test
and factors at play, and with
what seems to be a constantly shifting legal and political
landscape, what should companies and drivers do? While case
after case shows that there
is no simple and guaranteed
method of ensuring an independent-contractor classification, basic steps can be taken
to increase the likelihood that
drivers will be appropriately
classified.
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10 Tips To Consider With Your Attorney
1. Use a carefully drafted written contract that specifies that the relationship is that of

an independent contractor and not an employer-employee relationship. The contract
should be drafted by an experienced transportation law attorney to ensure compliance
with other transportation specific regulations.

2. Contract with the driver’s business entity (LLC, or corporation), not the individual

driver.

3. Avoid obvious actions that make drivers look like employees (such as using 1099 forms

and not W2s, or offering medical or dental plans that by their terms are limited to
employees, or requiring drivers to sign “employee handbooks”).

4. Pay drivers based on invoices for work performed, as opposed to wages.
5. Permit drivers to set their own schedule and to accept or reject work.

HELP STOP

ACCIDENTS

with Defensive Driving
for CMV Drivers Training

6. Require results, not means and methods used to ensure those results.
7. Require drivers to use and maintain their own equipment.
8. Don’t require drivers to purchase equipment from the company, wear company

uniforms, or participate in company training.

9. If the company and driver discussed both employment and independent-contractor

options, but chose the independent contractor option, carefully document that
discussion and choice.

10. Be fair (a driver who has been treated fairly has less reason to initiate a challenge to

classification).

Finally, remember to closely and consistently review contracts, policies, and procedures, to ensure
that they establish an independent relationship, and are up to date with state and federal law.

Mark Thornton
Skoubye Nielson & Johansen, LLC

This engaging program uses
the latest video techniques,
including dash cam footage
of actual trucking incidents,
to teach drivers how
to anticipate the
potential for
danger and
avoid it.
DVD PROGRAM ONLY

AD-55494

Prices shown do not reflect shipping
and handling charges.

801-365-1015 | mark@snjlegal.com
1. Dynamex Operations W. v. Superior Court, 4 Cal. 5th 903, 416 P.3d 1 (2018).
2. Sanchez v. Lasership, Inc., 937 F. Supp. 2d 730 (E.D. Va. 2013)

Call UTA 801-973-9370 or
email info@utahtrucking.com

3. Swanson Hay Co. v. State Employment Sec. Dep’t, 404 P.3d 517 (Wash. Ct. App. 2017)
4. Swanson Hay Co. v. State Employment Sec. Dep’t, 404 P.3d 517, 523 (Wash. Ct. App. 2017).
5. Utah Admin. Code R994–204–303(1)(b)(i)–(vii).
6.

Utah Admin. Code R994–204–303(2)(b)(i)–(viii).

7. Harry L. Young & Sons, Inc. v. Ashton, 538 P.2d 316, 318 (Utah 1975)
8. Id.

A S S O C I AT I O N

PC 202236

J. J. Keller and your State Trucking
Association are partners in compliance.

TM
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DRIVERS OF

If you have drivers that you would like to submit for Utah Trucking Association’s
Drivers of the Month contact Terry Smith at 801.973.9370 or terry@utahtrucking.com.

THE MONTH

Ron Curran

Troy Passey

Glen Romney

James Georgio

Lewis Greenway

Mike Killian

Maxway Inc.

CR England

CR England

Parke Cox Trucking

James H. Clark & Son Inc.

Godfrey Trucking Inc.

Years Driving: 35

Years Driving: n/a

Years Driving: 5

Years Driving: 5

Years Driving: 1

Years Driving: 11

Miles Driven: 3 Million

Miles Driven: 130,000

Miles Driven: 1 Million

Miles Driven: 635,817

Miles Driven: 1.5 Million

Miles Driven: 1 Million

February 2018 Driver of the Month

March 2018 Driver of the Month

April 2018 Driver of the Month

May 2018 Driver of the Month

June 2018 Driver of the Month

July 2018 Driver of the Month

Kenneth Leth

James Phelps

Ronald L. Deems

David Cole

Merton Frank Paskett

William Snead

James H. Clark & Son Inc.

James H. Clark & Son Inc.

Gurney Trucking Inc.

James H. Clark & Son Inc.

Wanship

CR England

Years Driving: 32.5

Years Driving: 35

Years Driving: 18

Years Driving: 46

Years Driving: 21

Miles Driven: 2.7 Million

Years Driving: 36
Miles Driven: 1.9 Million

Miles Driven: 4.9 Million

Miles Driven: 2.7 Million

Miles Driven: 3 Million

Miles Driven: 2.7 Million

February 2018 Driver of the Month

March 2018 Driver of the Month

April 2018 Driver of the Month

May 2018 Driver of the Month

June 2018 Driver of the Month

July 2018 Driver of the Month
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Brighten Your Plan Outlook ®

Introducing

The Utah Trucking Association 401(k) Plan
Now available to all Utah Trucking Association members!
By joining the Utah Trucking Association 401(k) Plan, you can provide an outstanding retirement plan, help
save money, and spend less time administering it.

Member benefits

Let us handle the paperwork for you

• No annual audit

By participating in the Utah Trucking Association 401(k)
Plan, virtually all administrative tasks can be offloaded
from you to Transamerica and Utah Trucking Association.

• Cost savings on the investments
• No individual Form 5500 reporting
• Minimal plan maintenance
• Flexible plan features, including safe harbor,
Roth, and profit sharing
• Customizable 401(k) plan design options involving
eligibility, matches, vesting schedules, and more

Tasks that can be shifted may include:
• Administrative responsibilities
• Employee eligibility tracking
• Distribution processing
• Plan compliance
• Nondiscrimination testing

How?

24 x 7 UNLIMITED DOCTOR ACCESS
network can diagnose, treat, and prescribe with no
consult fees, anytime, anywhere. Really!

LOCATE PROVIDERS
Need to search for a doctor, dentirst, or other provider?
Our app knows best and will easily lead you through the
process. You can

The Utah Trucking Association 401(k) Plan, from a
government reporting standpoint, is treated like one large
plan. The end result for you is a 401(k) plan with competitive
investments, outstanding service, and someone else doing a
majority of the plan maintenance legwork.

Strength in numbers
PRESCRIPTION SAVINGS

HEALTH MANAGEMENT CONTENT

Need a prescription? Our geo-based prescription search
engine can save you up to 85% on your prescription and
will often beat your co-p ay.

Are you stressed? Let Healthiest You guide you to
improved health and happiness with relevant health
content delivered at the time of need.

SHOP & PRICE PROCEDURES
Do you need an MRI or an Ultrasound? Our app put you
in the driver’s seat by providing a vehicle to search and
price procedures in your direct area. Happy Shopping!

SYNC YOUR MEDICAL BENEFITS
Our app provides you a one stop shop to view your
medical plan deductible in real time. Easily shop and
book in-network and out-of-network providers for
medical, dental, vision, and specialists.

With many members in our association,, we bring a large,
powerful group to one unified plan. When you utilize the
Utah Trucking Association 401(k) Plan, you have all the
advantages and flexibility of a stand-alone plan sponsor, but
avoid the expenses and administrative burden associated
with sponsoring a single employer plan.

• Annual reporting
• Participant enrollment/education
The result is more time for you to focus on running
your business.

Evaluation process is as easy as…
Contacting Corby Dall
401k Advisors Intermountain
President & Managing Partner
corby@401kaim.com
(801) 559-7774
Providing the requested information
for your evaluation

Register and access your account
www.healthiestyou.com/partners/utahtrucking

Scheduling a no-cost plan design
evaluation meeting

And don’t forget to

DOWNLOAD THE APP!
This material is being provided for informational purposes only. It should not be viewed as an investment recommendation by Transamerica for
customers or prospective customers. Customers seeking advice regarding their particular investment needs should contact a financial professional
Transamerica Retirement Solutions is not affiliated with Utah Trucking Association.

www.healthiestyou.com/partners/utahtrucking

5406_MEPUTAIF0117
© 2017 Transamerica Retirement Solutions, LLC
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SLIPS, TRIPS, AND FALLS

With the changing of the seasons comes a greater risk of slipping, tripping, and falling. Slip, trip,
and fall injuries happen both inside and outside the workplace. Below are things you can do to
eliminate all three.

Outdoors

Snow and Ice Removal
Programs

When it comes to employee
safety when working outdoors,
weather should always be a
Pre-planning for snow
consideration.
and ice removal should be
a top priority for facilities/
The effect that weather has maintenance teams during
on workplace accidents cannot the winter months. It will
be overstated. Wind, rain, and take some research and
snow all play a part in increas- forethought to forecast the
ing the frequency of several weather and prepare for the
types of accidents and injuries. snow. If outside contractors are
Snow and ice raise special used, the contract should be
safety concerns because they explicit about responsibilities,
increase the likelihood of slips timing and priorities.
and falls, particularly on stairs,
The first step is to appoint
ramps, slopes, parking lots, and someone to coordinate the
steel. Tripping is also more snow and ice removal and
likely as objects are covered or take charge of the program.
frozen in the ground, or imper- The snow and ice removal
fections, like holes, are hidden coordinator should regularly
beneath the snow.
monitor weather reports. On
Accident studies indicate that
almost 80% of slips and falls
due to snow and ice occur in
parking lots or on sidewalks.
More than 50% occur in the
morning between 6 a.m. and
noon. A coordinated program
to remove ice and snow before
employees arrive at work, with
continued removal throughout
the day, best controls the hazards of slips and falls.

nights when it snows, the
party responsible for snow
and ice removal should arrive
early enough to get the job
done before employees arrive
for normal shifts, but not so
early as to allow additional
snow accumulation.

Parking Lots

Whether you work in an office or on a construction site, slip
Address decisions on when to and fall hazards are present. The following are common slip/fall
plow parking lots in the snow hazards and possible controls:
and ice removal program. At a
minimum, move snow in parking lots when it reaches a depth
»
»Close
»
drawers/file cabinets
of three inches, but plowing »Stairs
when snow accumulates to a »Good
»
lighting
»Organize/cover,
»
move electrical
depth of one inch can help records
»
hand rails
duce cohesion of additional »Use
»Ladders/foot
»
stools
snow, especially if a de-icer is
»No
» running
used.
Clear parking lots of snow
and ice before employees arrive. Businesses that operate 24
hours a day may need to move
cars during snow clearing operations to remove snow completely. If the parking lot must
be plowed with cars already on
it, the lot should be re-plowed
when it is empty.

by the public. Stairs should
have standard handrails and
there should be good lighting
on all sloped surfaces.

Moisture can track into
facilities through entryways
where tile and other surfaces
get slippery and need special
attention.
Extra
walk-off
mats should be available and
added during heavy snows.
Replacement mats or a wet
Completely clear snow and vacuum should be available
ice off any walkways, stairways, if mats get saturated. Wet
and ramps, giving extra floor signs can also serve as
attention to areas frequented a warning to employees and
visitors about increased slip
hazards.

Indoors

Snow should always be
pushed to the low end of the
lot, or as close to drains as possible, to reduce drainage, which
can refreeze. Keep snow piles
away from exits, which can obscure a driver’s view entering
and exiting the lot.

»Not
»
a storage area
»Wet
»
floors (kitchen, entryway,
restrooms, etc.)
»Quickly
»
identify
»Post
»
signs
»Clean
»
floor
»Proper
»
floor mats (rugs, rubber
mats, etc.)
»Housekeeping
»
»Use
»
proper storage area
»Quickly
»
clean up debris (boxes,
tools, spills, etc.)

»Do
» not stand on chairs, crates,
shelves, or other objects. Use
properly-rated stools and ladders
to elevate yourself to reach an
item or perform work.
»The
»
height and type (A-frame,
straight, etc.) of a ladder should
be dictated by the situation and
work to be performed.
»Uneven
»
walking surface
»Repair
»
the surface
»Properly
»
cover surface
»Restrict
»
access to the area
»Visually
»
highlight surface and
discuss hazard with employees

Visit wcf.com for more safety tips.
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Brighten your outlook.

Retirement plan investing basics
Your retirement savings plan may be your best chance to
build a financial future you can rely on. But how to navigate
your investment choices? Start at the beginning.

Make a plan for your plan
What are your goals? How much of your final working income will you need to live on in
retirement? And when do you want to retire? Once you know the answers, you can create
a plan that’s right for you.

Learn the key concepts
Asset allocation and diversification. They’re two sides of the same coin: Allocation describes
which classes, or types, of assets to invest in (equities [stocks], fixed income [bonds], cash
equivalents). Diversification can help answer the question, which assets? But both reflect the
adage, “Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.”
The reason: Almost any investment can lose value, yet the safest may not provide the returns
you’ll need to finance your future. So don’t rely on one type of investment to reach your
long-term goals. This includes your own company’s stock. You may be confident about your
company’s management but tying your financial future to just one stock can be risky for most
retirement plan investors.

Don’t rely on one type—let
alone one investment—to
reach your long-term goals.

I-84 Exit 173 (208) 644-6000

SALES, PARTS, SERVICE & BODY SHOP

SR201 Exit 11 (801) 978-8000

SALES, PARTS, SERVICE & BODY SHOP

I-70 Exit 188 (855) 628-0628

TREMONTON

SALES, PARTS, SERVICE

COMING SOON!

I-16 Exit 16 (855) 414-2400
SALES, PARTS, SERVICE

So, diversify—spread your risk across different investments. It won’t
guarantee profits or protect against loss. But it helps ensure that
trouble in one area won’t drag down your whole portfolio.
Risk/reward. It’s the key trade-off investors face: In general, the higher
the potential payoff, the greater the risk. This is especially true when
you look beyond the major asset classes (generally: stocks, bonds,
and cash) to their many sub-classes.

For example, newer, “small-cap” stocks offer potentially higher rewards—but also pose
more risk—than long-established, “blue chips.” Likewise, U.S. government bonds, long
considered among the safest investments, aren't in the same risk arena as overseas
“emerging markets” bonds.

1-15 Exit 113 (208) 534-6350
SALES, PARTS, SERVICE

1-84 Exit 27 (208) 644-6250
CALDWELL, ID

SERVICE

COMING SOON!
TREMONTON, UT
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U TA H T R U C K I N G A S S O C I AT I O N

Welcome’s New
Anne Glenn, NUTA Region President

Board Members
Greg Robinson, Allied Board Member

Super T Transport | Hyrum Terminal Safety Director
Years with company? 14
Favorite thing about the trucking industry? There are so many its hard to say what my
favorite thing is.
Favorite ice cream flavor? Cookies and Cream.

Quality Tire | Owner/Partner
Years with company? 22
Favorite thing about being a member of the trucking industry? My favorite thing about
being a member of the trucking industry is the great people I get the opportunity to meet
and the lifelong friendships I get to make. I also really enjoy working together for our
common goal of strengthening the trucking industry.
Favorite vacation you’ve been on? Hawaii or Cancun. I also love the mountains, but my
favorite vacation has to be my next one, whatever that might be.

Bruce Pollei, SUTA Region President

Jeff Newy, Carrier Board Member

Walmart Transportation | Safety Manager
Years with company? 5.5
Favorite thing about the trucking industry? I enjoy working with so many great people
in this industry. The opportunity to influence safety and help our drivers to be safe on
our highways gives me a sense of satisfaction.
Favorite sport to watch on TV? NBA (Utah Jazz fan)

Deseret Transportation | Group Manager
Years with company? 5 with Deseret Transportation, 19 with the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints Welfare Services department.
Favorite thing about being a member of the trucking industry? I love the non-stop action
of moving freight around the country to help people in need.
A book you love? Any Louis L’ Amour book.

Corby Dall, Allied Board Member

Lyn Simon, Carrier Board Member

401k Advisors | President and Managing Partner
Years with company? 30
Favorite thing about being a member of the trucking industry? Great culture and people.
It’s like a huge family!
Favorite family tradition? Boating and snowmobiling.

Simon Transport | President
Years with the company? 14
Favorite thing about being a member of the trucking industry? Solving logistical challenges.
Favorite home cooked meal? Cheese, crackers and a bottle of good wine.

Dustin England, Executive Committee

Stacey Bettridge, Association President

C.R. England | VP of Compliance
Years with company? 20
Favorite thing about being a member of the trucking industry? I enjoy working closely
with our great drivers and office employees.
Favorite movie? The Martian

KB Oil | Co-President
Years with company? I have been here since I was born. But it was 41 years ago that I worked my
first shift alone in a gas station.
Favorite thing about being a member of the trucking industry? I love the way our association
works as a team on issues and we are still able to compete with one another and remain friends.
I have never met a better group of people.
Favorite thing to do on the weekends? I enjoy golf, riding Harley’s and snowmobiling (although,
I am sure there are those in our group that would tell you I don’t wait for the weekends.)
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VALUE THAT GETS BETTER BY THE MILE.
3 Free Peace of Mind
Tire Protection
3 Free Lifetime Tire
& Mileage Care
SALT LAKE CITY
2105 S. Redwood Road • 801-908-5300
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I was thinking while riding my Harley with some friends this last week, that we
live in an amazing country with beautiful scenery all around us! But as we rode
and spent time together talking about everything and nothing, it occurred to
me that as people, we have been influenced by many different things, giving us
very different views. Much like our association, and just like the members in the
association, the group I was riding with had conversions about many things we
didn’t all agree on. But we listened and respected each other and at the end of the
ride, we are still friends.
I am very grateful to belong of such a great group that influences me.

Stacey Bettridge | KB Oil
UTAH TRUCKING ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
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2018 UTA Express National Account
Program

SHOCKED BY YOUR

HEALTH INSURANCE
RENEWAL?
If your renewal is over 3%, you
owe it to yourself to check out the
UTA Association Health Plan

YOKOHAMA UTA EXPRESS NATIONAL ACCOUNT
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THIS SERVICE IS EASY:

TM

Todd Valentine | Mike Valentine | Spencer Wall
beeh iveinsurance.com | 801-685-6860

No financials are required
Simple application process
Tire price protection
Nationwide service protection
YES (Yokohama Emergency Service)
5% cash Discount Tire, FET, Service
30 day terms

TRUCK STOP PARTNERS

DEALER PARTNER

SPECIAL UTA PRICING
Yokohama Tire offers UTA Express
National Account members special tire,
service and roadside assistance pricing.
Take advantage now!

For more information or to enroll in the Yokohama UTA Express National Account Program, contact Brian Milne: 801.719.7724 or Brian.Milne@yokohamatire.com

To locate a dealer near you or
for more information visit yokohamatruck.com
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Now Available in Stock!
25 New 2019 T880 & T800
5 Axle Dump Trucks

Ariel Pyne
Dixie State University | Dental Hygiene
“I would like to take a chance to say thank you to the Utah Trucking Association for giving
me an opportunity to apply and accept their scholarship. Because of them, I am able to get
help financially while I pursue my college education. This scholarship is definitely worth
applying for. Thank you so much again for their great opportunity. I am extremely grateful
for all of you!”

Charlotte Christensen
Brigham Young University-Idaho | Advanced
Vehicle Systems
“I would like to thank everyone for the scholarship. It has made a big difference for me in
my program, and I am so happy to be learning
about auto mechanics so that one day I can do
a career I love.”

Contact our sales department or your sales rep. @ 801-487-4161

www.KenworthSalesCo.com

Ciera Claridge

Hailey Crosgrove
University of Utah | Marketing

Dixie State University | Nursing

“Thank you for recognizing and encouraging me to continue
my education. My father has been a truck driver my whole
life and years before. For as long as I can remember, I have
watched him struggle and push himself to keep going in the
industry so that I, along with my siblings, can push ourselves
to create a better life for us. As I’m sure you all know, driving
a truck for 14 hours a day isn’t an easy job. Now that I, along
with my step brother, have graduated this year, my father has
himself realized the importance of school and has decided to
go back himself. I would like you all to know that you didn’t
change one life with this scholarship, you changed many and
inspired many others.”

“Words cannot thank you enough for the
wonderful scholarship I was awarded. These
funds have been a tremendous help to me and
being able to pay for my education. I sincerely
am grateful.”

Cody Oliver
Dixie State University | General/Art – Business
“I was happy and very appreciative to learn that
I was selected as a recipient. By awarding me
this scholarship you have lessened my financial
obligation which allows me to concentrate on
college. I hope one day I will be able to help others achieve their goals just as you helped me.”

Austin Jensen
Dixie State University | CIT
“Thank you for awarding me with a
scholarship. I look forward to using the
scholarship to pursue my academic goals
and accomplishments.”

Tanner Ipson
Dixie State University | Communications
“I would like to thank you for the scholarship
money that you have given me to continue my
studies at Dixie State University. I believe it’ll be
a great accomplishment to earn a Bachelor’s
Degree in communications and I thank you for
your support in this endeavor.”

Jaden Turner
Utah State University | Biology
“As recipient of the Southern Utah Trucking Association scholarship this year I wanted to write
and express appreciation for your support. The
trucking industry has supported my family since
I was born, so I am thankful for the opportunity
to be able to continue my education through the
support of this scholarship. Thank you!”
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Nikole Oliver

Shawnee Schimbeck

Salt Lake Community College | Generals

Dixie State University | Respiratory Therapy

“I am sincerely honored to have been selected
as the recipient of the Southern Utah Trucking
Association Scholarship. Thank you for your
generosity, which has allowed me to focus on
my education and soccer commitment. Because
of your scholarship, I can continue to work hard
and prepare for a better future. Thank you again
for your thoughtful and generous gift.”

“Thank you so much for the generous scholarship! I plan to attend DSU in the fall and the
money I received will be going directly towards
college expenses. I cannot thank you enough for
helping me further my education.”

Weston Finch
Dixie Technical College | Diesel Technology
“I am honored to have been selected as a recipient of the 2018-2019 Southern Utah Trucking
Association Scholarship. Thank you so much for
your generosity, which will help me very much
with my college expenses. I truly appreciate the
recognition for my efforts.”

Leighton Ipson

Jason Lovato

Dixie State University | Undeclared

Southern Utah University | Aviation

“Thank you so much for this tremendous honor
of winning the Southern Utah Trucking Association Scholarship. This scholarship doesn’t only
help me with finance but with brightening my
future. I am so thankful for your generosity and
time to go through my scholarship application.”

“I am sincerely honored to have been
selected as the recipient of the Utah Trucking Association Scholarship. Thank you
for your generosity, which has allowed me
to concentrate more on schooling rather
than finances. Once again, thank you!”

Timothy Hoyt

Taylor Elliot

Dixie Technical College | Diesel Technology

Portland State University | Psychology

“It is with much gratitude that I write
this thank you letter for the scholarship
money you have so generously awarded
to me. I will soon be returning home from
serving a two year mission for the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, and I
will attend Dixie Technical College in the
Diesel Technology program. I have always
had an interest in big trucks, with a desire
to learn how engines, transmissions, etc.
work. After completing the program, I
hope to help my community by eventually
putting in a diesel mechanic shop. Thank
you so much for your support and encouragement with my educational endeavors. I
will work hard and do my best.”

“Receiving this scholarship will help provide me with the opportunity to further
my education in college and pursue my
dream of helping others as a doctor of
Psychology. I want to formally thank the
members of the Southern Utah Trucking
Association and the selection committee.
I hope to help others in the course of their
mental health and also to become an author of medical journals. Thank you again
to SUTA for this opportunity!”

Chance Aplanalp

Keyan Hansen

Dixie State University | Biology

University of Utah | Architecture

“I am honored and beyond grateful to have
been chosen to receive this scholarship. I want
to thank the Utah Trucking Association for helping me along my journey of achieving all of my
dreams, goals and desires. I appreciate your confidence and generosity in my education plans.”

“I just wanted to say thank you to all those involved in the awarding of this scholarship. Thanks to SUTA
and others who have aided in my financial journey. I’ve been able to make it into one of the top schools in
the nation where I hope to be able to further my education and invest in myself so that I can invest in others. I sincerely thank all those who helped make this a reality, and hope to one day be in a position where
I can return the favor in some way. They say it takes a community to raise a child, but I think it also takes
a community to get a kid through college these days, and I’m grateful that SUTA happens to be part of my
community.”

Jade Nolen

Whitney Gibson

Alexis Stuart

Baylie Andrus

Savanah Truman

Salt Lake Community College or Dixie State |
Human Resources

Utah State University | Supply Chain/Transportation Finance

University of Utah | Psychology

Dixie State University | Science in Applied
Sociology

“I am sincerely honored to have been selected as
the recipient of the trucking association scholarship. As I complete my education at the University of Utah, I am very thankful for receiving your
thoughtful gift. Because of your scholarship I
will finally be able to achieve higher things and
fulfill all of my goals and dreams for the future.”

“Thank you so much for choosing me for the
Utah Trucking Association Scholarship! This
money will help me to pay for my education
so that I can become what I want to be in the
world. I’ve worked really hard in school and all I
do. It’s great to see that pay off. Thanks again!”

Dixie State University | Early Childhood
Education

Karinna McKenzie
Dixie State University | Dental Hygiene
“I am so grateful to be given the opportunity
to continue my education towards a bachelor’s
degree in dental hygiene. I would not have
been able to do so without my father as my
role model, who taught me that hard work and
dedication is all one needs to truly be happy.
Thank you.”

Baylee Serbian

Braden Morwood

College of Southern Nevada | Nursing

Dixie State University | Wildland Biology

“Thank you so much for the recognition and
scholarship. I truly appreciate and know that
it will help me a great deal as I continue my
schooling in the fall. With this scholarship, it
leads me one step closer to this goal. Thank you
again!”

Cassie Morwood

Logan Greehalgh

Oswaldo Tahmassebi-Pour

Dixie State University | Nursing

Brigham Young University | Accounting

Dixie Technical College | Diesel Technology

Danielle Shambley

McKenzie Baldwin

Taylor Baldwin

College of Western Idaho | Psychology

Snow College | History

Utah State University |Nursing
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